August 1, 2019

Title: Chemistry Department – Faculty Position

The Department of Chemistry at the University of Michigan invites applications for a tenure-track position in any area of chemistry or biochemistry (including analytical, chemical biology, education, inorganic, materials, organic and physical) with an anticipated start date of September 1, 2020. The position is expected to be filled at the assistant professor level; but, applicants at all levels of professor rank will be considered. This position will be a University-year appointment (9-months academic year salary with summer salary supported by research funds). Candidates are expected to develop an internationally recognized program of scholarly research and to excel in teaching at undergraduate and graduate levels.

Detailed information regarding the electronic application process and required materials is available on-line: https://apps-prod.chem.lsa.umich.edu/chem/facultyrecruit/

Review of applications will begin on October 1, 2019. Information about the Chemistry Department is available on the web: www.lsa.umich.edu/chem.

Questions about the application process may be sent to chemfacrecruit@umich.edu.

The University of Michigan is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and is supportive of the needs of dual career couples, women and minorities are encouraged to apply.